In Tribute

Making a donation to the Appleton Education Foundation is a meaningful way to honor or remember the people who have made a difference in your life.

**Honorariums**
Between January 1, 2022, and December 31, 2022, the Foundation received gifts in honor of the following people:

- AASD Staff and Students
  - Kim Bjork
- Judy Baseman
  - Charlie Hintz
- Mary Bend

**Memorials**
Between January 1, 2022, and December 31, 2022, the Foundation received gifts in memory of the following people:

- Tyler Baseman
- Carol Slowinski
- Scott Braun
- Roberta G. Sprowl
- Dolores Brinkman
- Roland Tonnell
- Kay Chicquette
- Jean Watson
- Ronald Dunlap
- Brad Wiese
- Sharon M. Fenlon
- Jerry Ziesmer
- Korey Fischer
- Karl Schröder
- June Gardner
- Delmar Schuh
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